Hispanic Heritage Month Booklist

Click on the book covers or titles below for links to read-alouds of each story.

**Arrorró, Mi Niño: Latino Lullabies and Gentle Games**
By: Lulu Delacre

**Doña Flor**
By: Pat Mora

**Dreamers**
By: Yuyi Morales

**I Love Saturdays y domingos**
By: Alma Flor Ada

**Lucía the Luchadora**
By: Cynthia Leonor Garza

**The Bossy Gallito/ El Gallo de Bodas**
By: Lucia M. Gonzalez

**My Name Is Gabriela/ Me llamo Gabriela**
By: Monica Brown

**Pelé: King of Soccer / Pele, El rey del futbol**
By: Monica Brown

Find these books and more at readingrockets.org